tk) > 0 ?
This is equivalent to the question ' (Q') Is P (X (I1 )n ... n X (Ik) ~ 0) > 0 for some disjoint compact intervals Ii, ..., Ik ?
We shall find conditions sufficient to ensure that X has k-multiple points with positive probability, and we will apply this to Levy processes, providing another proof of a result of LeGall, Rosen and Shieh [6] , and its improvement due to Evans [3] . However, it is advantageous to begin with the easier question (Q) Is P (X(I1 )n ... n X(Ik) ~ 0) > 0 for some disjoint compact intervals Ii, ..., Ik ?
Here, X(Ij) = closure ( {XS : s E I~ } ), a compact subset of S. In recent years, much effort has been devoted to a study of (Q), usually in the form of constructing some non-trivial random measure on the set { (t 1, ..., tk) : Xr 1= ~ ~ ~ = Xt~ } from which the existence of common points in the ranges X(I) follows immediately. We mention only the work of Dynkin [1] and Evans [2] on symmetric Markov processes, of Rosen [8] , [9] , Geman, Horowitz and Rosen [4] , LeGall, Rosen and Shieh [6] and Evans [3] (6) and estimate
Condition (B) is the 'folklore' condition for k-multiple points. Condition By assumption (C), the factors are globally bounded, because x1,y1 ~ U, and ~/k for each i, and therefore by assumption x; ~ V for all i = 1, ...,k.
Thus we have an upper bound in terms of Let X be a Lévy process with a strong Feller resolvent such that g o,T(0) > 0 for some T, and { ~} is non-polar for some ~ Then {x} is non-polar for every x e lRn.
We defer the proofs of these lemmas so as to show how to deduce the following result from them and Theorem 2. (1 l.ii) for some T > o , g o,T{o) > 0 are sufficient to ensure that the paths of X have points of multiplicity k almost surely.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3, we may assume that every singleton is polar, for, if not, every singleton is non-polar, and the existence of multiple points is trivial! To apply Theorem Hence, in view of Lemma 2, the conditions (11) are equivalent to those imposed by Evans [3] .
(ii) Similar techniques can be used to study the problem of the existence of common points in the ranges of k independent Markov processes, a technically easier problem.
